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UNI T OF MEASURE ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS REPORT 
em centimeter J/g joule per gram 
em/min centimeter per minute lb/cu ft pound per cubic 
foot 
cu lJID cubic micrometer 
mg/cu ill IDllligram per 
cu lJID/g cubic micrometer cubic meter 
per gram 
mg/ton milligram per 
g gram short ton 
in inch lJffi mi crOme ter 
in/min inch per minute N newton 
in sq inch square pet percent 
TING FORCES AND PRIMARY DUST 
USING RAD L GAGE CUTTERS 
By Wallace W. eland Jon I. Voltz. 2 
ABSTRACT 
NERATION 
The Bureau of Mines determined eoal-cut forces and dust 
generation of four styles of radial gage bits as used on end rings of 
continuous machines. Direct ons for reference were made 
with two widely used conical plumb-bob types having 60 0 and 90 0 (nom-
inal) included tip The cutt forces for all of the gage bits 
were similar to those of the 60 0 -t plumb-bob bit. All bits except the 
RAD-3 gage bit generated similar amounts of total dust at shal-
low cut ,but deeper cutt , the amounts varied and the gage 
bits produced as much as 2-1/2 times the dust produced the 60° bit. 
This seems since past has always shown differences 
in dust generation at shallow cutting. The specific energy was more 
like that found previously with other bits, since the values were 
at shallow cutt but became similar at cuts. The 90° 
bit and the RAD-3 gage bit are not recommended for use except in ex-
tremely difficult cutt conditions where dust and forces are of sec-
o tance. The choice among the four bits can be made 
on the basis of dust, energy, forces, or cost, as circumstances dictate. 
ical scientist. 
2General engineer. 
Twin Cities Research Center, Bureau of Mines, , MN. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety 
Act of 1969, with revisions in 1977, was 
enacted to ensure more healthful and 
safer working conditions for miners. The 
Bureau of Mines coal-cut research 
facility at Twin Cities (MN) is 
fundamental as of the cutting sys-
tem, including ion of ry dust 
causing pneumoconiosis in miners and 
nition of methane the frictional im-
pact of cutt bits used on continuous 
mining machines (CMM's). The cutting 
system is defined as the cutter-mineral 
interface area with all its variables, 
e.g., forces, s cutter geometry, 
bit-mounting geometry, and wear. It has 
become obvious over the past several 
years that the cutt system direct 
affects the economics and des of the 
"total system," which is defined as all 
areas of the operation, from the mine 
face to the preparation , which sup-
port the mineral recovery by cutting 
tools to obtain a salable t. 
Over 2,000 C~lli's in use in the United 
States account for well over half 
uf our underground coal production. 
Studies have identified the C~W operators 
and he rs as those in the risk" 
occupations for dust exposure on contin-
uous sections. Reducing the individual's 
exposure to levels at or below the man-
dated 2 mg/cu m by controlling primary 
dust generation during cutting will 
subs 
mine 
thousands of miners. 
primary dust hazard 
t the 
environment for 
Reduction of the 
will also improve 
se dust controls, subs 
increas their usefulness and the eco-
nomic return, without increas 
control. term solutions to the 
primary respirable dust problem are not 
immediately obvious des or ef-
fort to establish the knowl-
and expertise necessary. The prob-
lem, however, is a burden on 
the mining industry! and min-
ers, which merits corrective action. Be-
tween 1970 and 1980, the Federal Govern-
ment paid over $11.7 billion to more than 
470,000 miners and survivors (3).3 
This report covers one of a 
ongo series of fundamental 
studies that are aimed at a better under-
s of the use and des of coal 
cutters in a manner that reduces primary 
dust while increasing the economic return 
for t"he- aperature In th±s s ,four 
of gage-cut radial bits and two 
of conical plumb-bob bits were 







t was a cut-
ication that afforded maxi-
mum coal production with minimum 
nal force and minimum ARD ion. 
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GENERAL TEST DESCRIPTION 
The bits used for this research 
(fig. 1) are standard, commercial radial 
and cut cools. Sever-
al reports have been published (1, ) 
on cutting forces and primary dust-gener-
ation with plumb-bob tools. They are 




since most cutters used in 
States on C't'1M's are conical 
The radial cutters are 
3Underlined numbers in 





FIGURE L Test bits PBo60 referen c e b i t is 4·7 8 In long. 
the type used on CMM's for rock cutting 
and/or gage cutting. They are also 
called ring cutters, since they are usu-
ally on the end rings of CMM's cutting 
clearance in the rib. It is this rib-
or gage-cutting feature that this report 
discusses. There are more gage cutters 
on an end ring per cutting row than any 
other area of the drum head. Having 
multiple gage cutters per row on the 
ends means that they will always be work-
ing at less than the maximum depth of 
the conical bits on the rest of the drum. 
It is for this reason that a complete re-
view of their operating characteristics 
is important. 
TEST FACILITY 
The test equipment has been fully de-
scribed elsewhere (i), so only a summary 
is given here. The major equipment is 
a large, modified planer mill (fig. 2), 
with a three-axis dynamometer and opti-
cal particle sizer. The dust sampler, 
bit, and the dynamometer are shown in 
figure 3, with the dust shrouds removed 
for clarity. The planer mill has been 
modified by removing the quill head and 
motor from the overhead rail and replac-
ing them with a rigid mount to support 
the dynamometer. On top of the dynamom-
eter support is the optical particle 
sizer with its sampling tube running down 
into the bit-coal area. The cutter it-
self is mounted on a 2-in-sq post 10 in 
long, which is clamped inside the dyna-
mometer assembly. The dynamometer has 
been calibrated for an X-Y-Z intercept 
point where the bit tip is 6 in outside 
the main frame of the dynamometer. 
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FIGURE 2 . .. P laner mi ll. 
FIGURE 3. - Dust sa mpler bit configurat ion with shrouds removed . 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
All tests were run in an identical man-
ner. us the bit as 
the reference too. test s 
were locked in th~ holder, which was 
mounted to the bed of the test 
machine. The bed and were then 
moved under the mounted cutter at 
a preset th row of cuts 
was made aw-cut sur-
face to prepare for the actual 
tests. No data were recorded for the 
flat, saw-cut f1rst surfaces. Multl 
cuts were made test block, but 
clea cu were the top and at 
each side to avoid end effects. A com-
plete des tion the prepara-
tion and tes method can be found in an 
earlier report 4. 
Test conditions were--
1. Cons tant s 
between cuts. 
2. AS .. 
s 
3. All cuts 
in Illinois 




of 5.08 crn (2 in) 
cutting 
cular to 
No. 6 coal. 
cations. 
of t of 9.84 cm 







variables for these 
reference 
at a 
2. Four radial gage cutters mounted 
to cutt direction. 
3. Four ths of cut of 0.318 ern (1/8 
cill (1/2 0.635 em (1/4 1.270 
and 2 .. 540 cm (1 
The nt variable information ob-
tained was--
1. Mean and 
forces newtons). 










grams per short ton 
ARD (cubiC microm-
ry ARD (cubic microm~ 
of ARD (milli-
7 .. cif energy oules per gram). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
All variable data are pre-













4 were similar 
isolated r level 
the conical bit. A 
these cutt bit 
seen at the 2.54-
RAn-I bit had the 
lowest average horizontal 
out the test. The 
force 
bob showed 
the for this parameter over 
the same range. The aver-
age horizontal forces. shown in f 
ure S, were in a different sequence than 
the corres ng average horizontal 
forces, shown in re 4. The horizon-
tal forces showed somewhat less con-
vergence at the 0.318-em (lIB-in) th 
than did the average horizontal forces. 
At ths 0.635 em (1/4 , the 
RAD-3 bit showed the t horizontal 
force, and the bob showed 
the lowe t. 
levels of force. 
TABLE 1. - Summary of test results 
Bit I, Coal Cutting forces, N Airborne dust Specific 
type I cut, g Hor. Hor. Normal Normal Resultant Resultant Total, Specific, Weight, energy , 
avg. peak avg. peak avg. peak cu ]Jffi cu j..Iffi/g mg/ton coal Jig 
0.318-cm (1/8-in) DEPTH 
PB-60 .. 6.8 241 952 221 824 328 1,269 1.867E+07 2.993E+06 3,481 
I 
3.59 
PB-90 .. 8.0 721 2,729 974 3,413 1,212 4,381 4.011E+07 4.932E+06 5,737 9.36 
RAD-l •. 8.5 183 847 155 487 2td 982 4.914E+07 5.135E+06 5,972 2.14 
RAD-2 .. 7.6 169 800 110 465 203 933 3.657E+07 4.608E+06 5,359 2.20 
RAD-3 .• 9.7 174 955 75 298 189 1,002 9.364E+07 9.438E+06 10,977 1.79 
RAD-4 •. 9.3 269 1,096 349 1,036 442 1,523 3.154E+07 4.044E+06 4,703 3.09 
0.635-cm (1/4-in) DEPTH 
PB-60 .. 21.9 621 2,300 529 1,738 817 2,889 3.75BE+07 1.492E+06 1,735 3.16 
PB-90 •• 25.6 1,417 4,183 1,873 4,567 2,352 6,209 5.099E+07 2.187E+06 2,543 6.07 
RAD-l •• 19.3 425 1,655 262 639 503 1,786 3.359E+07 1. 767E+06 2,055 2.24 
RAD-2 .. 22.7 489 1,971 298 983 574 2,218 3.393E+07 1. 527E+061 1,777 2.18 
RAD-3 •. 21.8 434 2,305 154 667 461 2,402 1.339E+08 6.587E+06 7,661 
I 
2.00 
RAD-4 .. 18.8 538 2,079 549 1,340 771 2,488 3.741E+07 2. 126E+06 2,473 2.97 
1.270-cm (1/2-in) DEPTH 
PB-60 .• 67.8 1,321 3,827 807 2,044 1,554 : 4,347 3.581E+07 4.951E+05 576 2.04 
PB-90.~ 64.4 1,953 5,003 2,155 4,890 2,912 7,022 5.092E+07 9.789E+05 1,139 3.29 
RAD-l •• 66.2 999 3,915 312 896 1,050 4,026 8.377E+07 1.298E+06 1,509 1.59 
RAD-2 •. 64.5 1,108 4,812 395 1,371 1,179 , 5,025 4.985E+07 7.708E+05 89E 1.81 
RAD-3 •• 66.0 1,158 5,927 341 1,481 1,209 6,119 I 1.681E+08 2.692E+06 3,131 I 1.80 RAD-4 •• 55.9 1,137 4,268 774 1,792 1,380 4,664 I 7.958E+07 1.454E+06 1,691 I 2.11 
2.540-cm (leO-ln) DEPTH 
PB-610 •. 166.9 2,140 6,071 998 2,395 2,375 6,546 3.414E+07 2.050E+05 238 1.33 
BP-90 •• 167.3 3,003 8,800 2,492 5,933 3,907 10,656 4.488E+07 2.544E+05 29f 1.79 
RAn-I •• 146.1 1,896 7,117 382 1,057 1,940 7,207 1.317E+08 9.504E+05 1,105 1.33 
RAD-'2 •• 190.0 2,759 9,311 591 1,755 2,827 9,502 1.738E+08 9.732E+05 1,13L 1.48 
RAD-3 •• 182.3 2,728 9,690 712 2,461 2,821 10,015 1.208£+08 6.725E+05 782 1.48 
RAD-'4 •• 169.5 2,279 7,728 786 1,836 2,415 7,957 7.897E+07 4.828E+05 561 1.42 
7 
40 
z 36 KEY (\J 
0 32 0 PB-60 .. 
0 PB-90 w 28 0 /:). RAD-I w 0:::: 
0 0 24 \l RAD-2 
<t: LL • RAD-3 0::: ~ 20 0 RAD-4 w « 
> I- 16 « z 
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FIGURE 4. Q Average horizontal forces. 
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0 2 3 
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FIGURE 5. Average horizontal peak forces. 
The results for average normal forces, 
in figures 6 and 7, could not be pre-
dicted from the corresponding horizontal 
forces. The only exceptions to this were 
the relatively higher trace made by the 
90° plumb-bob bit and the lowest or next 
to the lowest level trace made by the 
RAD-I bit in both the horizontal and the 
normal force plots. All of the test bits 
except for the 90° plumb bob had forces 
close to that traced by the RAD-I bit in 
plots of both types of normal force, at 
all depths. The radial bits had lower 
































































DEPTH CUT, em 
FIGURE 6. Average normal forces 
2 
DEPTH CUT, em 




The general shape of the horizontal 
specific energy curves in figure 8 agrees 
with previous research results; i.e., the 
energy values were highest at shallow 
cutting, and they dropped and converged 









































DEPTH CUT, em 
FIGUR E 8. Horizontal specific energy. 
the sh~pes of these specific energy 
curves reflect the data for horizontal 
~average cutting forces in figure 4. 
Since specific energy is force times dis-
tance, divided by cut material weight, 
the specific energy curves are the 
reciprocal of the horizontal force 
curves. They converge and decline at 
deeper cuts while the reverse is true for 
both types of horizontal forces. Again, 
the 90 0 plumb bob produced traces higher 
than those made by other bits, and the 
60 0 bit data were between the radial bit 
data. 
DUST GENERATION 
The respirable dust curves in figures 9 
and 10 do not reflect any of the bit data 
for force energy. The data for total 
dust (fig. 10) converged somewhat at 
shallow cuts but diverged at deeper cuts. 
This is different from results of pre-
vious conical bit tests, which showed 
divergence at shallow cutting. The 
specific dust (ARD) data did follow the 
expected trend, however, showing the 
highest level of dust at shallow cutting 
and decreasing dust (and data conver-
gence) as cuttlng depth increased. 
For total dust, at 0.318-cm (1/8-in) 
and 0.635-cm (1/4-in) cutting depths, all 
of the bits except RAD-3 produced ap-
proximately the same mass of dust; beyond 
the 0.635-cm (1/4-in) depth, the two 
conical bits produced the lowest levels 
of total dust. The 60 0 reference bit 
produced the least amount of both types 
of dust at all depths; the RAD-3 bit pro-
duced the greatest amount, except at the 
2.540-cm (I-in) depth. The 90 0 conical 
bit produced an intermediate level of 
specific ARD at the 1.270-cm (1/2-in) 
depth and next to the least level of 
specific ARD at the 2.540-cm (I-in) 
depth. Appendix B gives the primary 
respirable dust distribution between 0.2 
and 10 ~m in seven class intervals. The 
calculated value for ARD in milligrams 
per short ton does not include secondary 
dust generated by regrinding, gathering 
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FIGURE 10. Total primary airborne respirable dust. 
SUMMARY AND 
These data clearly show that no single 
variable can be a guide to machine design 
or dust control. For instance, of all 
bits tested, RAD-l had close to the low-
est specific energy with low peak and 
average normal and horizontal forces, but 
CONCLUSIONS 
it had an undesirably high production of 
both specific and total respirable dust. 
It is readily apparent that determining 
the best system for mineral recovery re-
quires an integrated knowledge of all 
cutting variables. 
Clearly, dust reduction by selection of 
an optimum cutting tool for the seam be-
ing mined is desirable and will be 
economically advantageous since it will 
reduce both regulatory concerns and needs 
for s control. If, however, the 
cutting tool is chosen solely on the ba-
sis of dust control, it could signifi-
cant increase other costs. It may be 
that a cutter has undesirable character-
istics for the seam being mined. The 90° 
plumb bob, one of the used bits, 
is an excellent example. It has low dust 
generation (f . 9-10) but very high 
normal forces (f • 6-7), with a 
specific energy (fig. 8) and high average 
horizontal force (f 4). These 
forces require a larger mainframe mass 
and greater horsepower to obtain optimum 
depth of sump to keep cut deep 
to maintain low dust. The net effect 
would be either levels of dust from 
poor sumping characteristics and poor 
dust control, or higher capital expense 
to buy a larger machine. 
Based on these test 
the bits would not be 
resul ts , two of 
recommended ehcept 
where force and in extreme conditions 
tance to 
This would not in-
in coal unless it had 
dust are of se 
mineral recovery. 
clude any cutt 
large amounts of intrusive materials. 
recommended are the 90° 
red unusually 
The two bits not 
plumb bob, which 
11 
s energy and both norIDal forces, 
and the RAD-3 bit, which generated sub-
stant more dust than all the others 
except at a 2.54-cm (i-in) depth. 
Among the remaining four bits, the 
choice could be made on economics alone 
or the operator could optimize his cut-
ting system for the variable of greatest 
concern. While there is no clear choice, 
the 60° plumb-bob conical and RAD-1 ra-
dial bit had the best overall 
for the two styles. The 60° 
plumb bob required too much specific en-
ergy shallow cut and the RAD-
1 produced too much dust at cuts. 
However, a review of all data 
shows that their peak and mean forces are 
ly the lowest for each s 
RAD-l has the lowest average horizontal 
and normal forces. The 60° plumb bob 
has the lowest average horizontal 
forces. Of the bits tested, either the 
plumb bob with a 60° tip or the RAD-l 
style would be a good choice in coal with 
minimal inclusive material. 
Within the limitations and ifica-
tions inherent in this s results 
suggest that the conical 
bit offers the best performance with min-
imum dust au t and maximum energy econ-
omy per unit t coal recovered when 
cut at 2.54 cm (1 in) instead of 
shallower depths. 
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APPENDIX AA--MEAN VALUES FOR EACH TEST 
Tables A-I through A-6 give the mean respirable dust per gram cu t, and total 
values for each test with radial gage respirable dust. Conversion factors for 
cutters and include horizontal, normal, some of the measurements used in 
and lateral forces, weight of coal cut, tables are as follows: 
Unit of measure 
cubic micrometer ARD 
per gram coal 





milligrams ARD per short 
ton coal (where weight 
of coa l = 80 lb/cu ft) 
foot pounds per pound 
of coal cut 
pounds force 
specific energy, in 
joules per gram 
Mul tiply by--
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::. ,254£+ IJ6 2., t 6.2E+ I1S 
~,921~+~7 3,076E+06 
.2 . I 89 E + I) 7' I . 1 4 Ij E + ij tl 
5,505E+86 4.Q18E-+OS 
],815E+06 2,3~5E+OS 




1 . j 7S'£-+ 07 ,;, '~69E-+ 05 
4.98IE+07 2,.254E+06 
2.. 5T3E+ 1)7 1 . 407E-+ 11':' 
I • 485E+ 08 :2 , 651 E+ u6 
1,175E+07 4,816£+05 



















2487 2..:..,~2..:..7~')~E~+~i)~7 ____ 1~.~=~~=~~1~E.-+_2G~6 ____ ~3.36 
21,'1 621 2299 528 1737 ';16 
1 I) • 1 1 92 764 I 84 482 26.:'· 
'3, 7::' 0 E+ 07 1 ,4'32E+ ,)~ 
879 4. S54E+_(17 1 ,557E+ 1)6 
;],15 
1 ,46 











61 , U 
';;5. , 
64.8 





























































































.2 . .s40-CM tJEf'TH 
T?'ll) 
















1 ,571 E + 1)7 
9.10GE+06 
7, '38 1 E + (I? 
2,477E-+1.17 
'3. 4S4F;:+ 06 
4 589E4 Uf.· 
7 , 7'53E + I)':. 
1 , 022E+ (I( 
2,.28uE+ui 
2.4'31E+I)l 
i , I 'J C'te+ 1)7 
4.08.5E+IJt, 
4,280E+(l7 




.2, S67E+ I)':; 
1.460E+J;S 
9, 686E+ IJ.S 
4,7I)OE+tt'1 




.2 , 4.3"3E+ 05 
3,174E+05 
i . 8':;:6E+ 05 
S, \.32E+ 1)4 
.5, 699E+ 05 
1,8U,E+i)6 
1.7.39E+ub 
4 , ~51 E + I~') 
5. 7."3'7E+ 05 
95.2 27.'36 58:3 i 822 1 1 1 6 .j 2 9 0 I ,58? E + i) 7 1 , 1 4 6 E -+ 05 
.2 '3 -4 Q I.) I) h ~ I) i) 1 65 (/ :2 4 1St· 29 €- 1 , i) 4 t, E .I- I) 8- '3 , '5 ~,;:. E + 0e:; 
2t.62 ::104 1561 25-:'1 3000 886f) 2,870E+i);' 1,731)E-+05 
'2-349 541)4 1130 '2C191 2606 ::'795 7 •. 3u9£+(j';' 'j",4QIE+U4 
1 5,( 6 5.2: 8 4 8 0 1 .2 1 8 >:: 1 72"3 5 ? 1 -;. 1. 0.2 3 E + 07 6 , .:I 44 E + Ij 4 
2237 6383 1339 2736 2~07 6944 3.S93E+O? 2,621E+05 
3883 1 \249 1810 4737 4284 !2206 2.887E-+07 2.01SE+OS 
2,317 ;>766 1072 260.2 2553 3191 ;2,978E+lj7 1.36-3E+O.S 
.2"i r) I) 7179 1165 2540 3\25 7-81)4 4,379E+l);;- ,2.5'96E+dS 
]."1,6 '2'553 511:: 8"i-4 213.5 2705 5543 4,565E+07 2.660E+05 
215,2 1':108 5226 378 987 1945 531~ 1,396E+07 6.4a9E+84 
99.6 1566 5000 1036 922 1878 535i 4,419E-+1)7 4,-437E-+OS 













I , 0:3 
1 1 .3.2 














126, ~ 1735 b4~7=2 ____ ~1~u~2~,2~ ____ ~~='=6~9 ____ ~2~O~I~8~ __ 7~~~)~~-~1 __ -=2'_'_.~9~t~7~E~+~O~(~~~~)~,~~'~4~7~E~+~0~5~ ____ ~1 ~.J~S~ __ 
H V E~' H i~ E . l.:-:t, OJ .:.. 1 '39 £, 1).6 8 '-;1 q ? 394 .2 3 ;- 4 6543 3 . 4 1 ~ £ + I) 7 .2 . (15 0 E + Ij 5 1 .. ]:] 
STO._~r~·c~',,' ____ ~4~~~I _____ ;~,5~-~r __ ~2~1~7~9 ______ 4~1~)~~ ____ ~~'_'_7'_'_7 ____ ~8~.~I-~( __ _=2~3~2.9~ ____ ~2~J"""9~4~E~+~O~7 __ _'____'_I'____'_,'____'_f---=3~4~E~+~O"""5~ ____ __'_.~5~4 __ _ 
14 
8LoCI<' 
I .. , " , .. 
IS. " .•.. . 
8 .... , 
'~ .. , 
CUT 
WE I GH T , Hlj f;': • 
C. AI/G . 
TABLE A-2. - TEST ~ESULTS FOR P8-90 
CUTTING FORCES, ~ 
HOR. NO~MRL NORMAL R~S. 





C U WI I:U b111/:: 
SPEC Ii= I I:' 
E~ERGY, 
·J/G 
8.8 -jLl7 3999 1;.(45 4550 1541 6058 1.544E+07 1,754E+I)1:. 10,15 
7.u .3'36 1761 494 1855 633 ~5S8 3.619E+iJ6 5.170E-+il5 5,.'S7 
-;' . 4 48 SJ .2 I) a b 6 1 4 ;2 4 2 I) 7>3 5 ~ 1 oj '5 9 . 5 tl 9 E + I) to ! . 2' 8 5 E -+ IJ 6 6 . '3 I 
5.~ 645 2197 885 2922 1095 J656 4.285E+07 7.261E+~b 10,76 
10,7 1027 4')55 1232 4SSlj 16/)4 tA38 1.172E+08 I.0'35E+07 '3.45 
8 7 325 :245 387 15GB 50S 195£ j .919E+07 2.206E+Ob ].b7 
5.8 885 1007 lJoe 44~8 1579 5402 2,327E+07 4.012E+06 15.02 
t,7 623 2.'3:34 851) ,2-;i62 10.53 .180."3 4.883E+07 7 . .2B8E+06 ·~.15 
a.J 867 4457 1~59 4550 1529 6369 6.463E+07 7.787E+B6 10.29 
~ I) • 1 I I 88 2878 1 6.2 8 4.2 4:3 :2 Q 1 5 5 1 :2 7 1 . I 39 E + I) 8 1 . I 28 E + 0 7 I I . 5 7 
7.1 ~76 28~9 1205 3870 1490 4794 1.017E+1l9 1.46GE+1)7 12.15 
S.U 778 2998 1063 4564 1318 5460 9.835E+96 j .967E+ab 15,32 
s.~ 552 169~ 734 2415 918 2953 4.216E+06 7.529E+05 9,69 
1 1 . E· 7 07 245 1 95 to 3 1 4 r) I 1 89 '3" 8 3 9 . 5' 5 ,) E ~ 06 8 . '2:3 '3 E + e 5 6 , I) I) 
" U • .;, 547 23';f. _-'-7.=3.=8 __ ---=3'--'.1-=3'-'06 ___ 9~19=_____-=3-=.9-=2=8 ___ 1'__'__'. 5=-9=-c:""'-'E=-+--=..0c....,_----"I--'.-=5:....;O:...::2:..:E=--... _O::...;b=-· __ ---=:I.5....;...-=U-=8 __ 
AVERAGE .. 8.0 72' 2728 97'3 3412 1212 4379 4,011E+07 4.932E+06 9.36 
~S--,T-=D--,,~(--,'~=-~' ~. _ _ -=2~'....;..' __ -=2=--4~1~ __ '~~~ __ ~3_4=S __ ~1--,D~6~5~ __ ~4~1~9_----,,1--,4--,O~'~ ____ 4~,~O~~~=~=E_+~0-,-7 __ ~4:....;.~5~9~2=E=-"'_U~-b~· ____ -=3....;..,--,4....;..7 __ __ 
I, ... . " 
.;. , .. , ,', 
(, 
8 ..•. , ... 









o . 6.35-CM DEPTH 
632 1735 645 2095 ~03 
729 1953 747 i 655 1044 
j 07b 3323 1072 3118 1519 
I 059 391 U I 1 08 .1.'380 15]2 
1166 6141 1877 5?4r 2321 
2511 9141 3656 9114 4437 
1250 3425 1695 4792 dl06 
1094 216J 1575 272~ lj17 
.2~,-l 1419 3131 1:39'" ]990 2371 
lb.9 2655 8140 3723 9897 4573 
25.S IS46 4381 2593 5698 3183 
26,7 1766 5582 2286 5818 2889 
21.1 1268 2584 1797 3274 2199 
.28.1 117') 3034 1610 .3340 1996 
I :;. 1 1 392 4 1:1 7 0 1 fl 0 t, J 8 4 3 2'2:3 0 




















1 • 31.1E+ ()S 
4.45.2E+07 
I ,3 f ('E"'07 
5,98SE+0? 
5,282E+07 
5. I 68E+ 1)6 
1.61t':E+07 



















- 2, f81[+lj6 ";,07 
_ 5I.Q. ' D E=-·".:....'.:....' ___ ........:::5....;... -=8 __ ....::5::....:7-'1"--~2=..:..1 .=..9.::.6 __ ~9-,1):...::6=--__ ---,2::..;.'3.:<..7.:........:..4 ___ ...:.1....::0....::6,-4:.-
b-Z(J;-' 
·3201) 
S-:-09'SoF+ I)' 7 
7.681E+07 ~ . .; 23 E + 13.; _____ 3 __ . \:>.;;....~ ·....;..2 __ _ 
I. , .. , .•. 
6 
., 
•• I I. I 
8 .. 
'3 ....... . 
A V E F: i ~ I', E . . 
S7D. (;EV. 
I, .. , .. , . 
1::1., •••••• 
7 .. , 
8 ... 
~VER~I'; ~- .. 
















































































































































































1 , T3.1~+ 07 












4. 66bE+ 1)7 
I . 87?E ... 07 
5,0'92E+07 
5.3-l0E+07 
1 • :~')91:.+ 05 .52 













2.407E+0~5=--____ ~I~.~4~6 __ _ 
~.789E+OS 3.29 
1.2>39E"'uE,. 1.70 







10781 4.664£+07 2 485E~05 
1.11)52 1.125E+I)? 3.0.2I3E+u5 
15251 2.400E-+ut· 1.38?E+~4 
13930 I . 044E+ OS '5. 161 E+ OS 
5378 4.~2/)E+06 4.864E+64 
7101 5.850E~07 1.092E+8S 
i395: 4.804E+06 2.'543E+04 
15~'St7 3.657E-tt)( 1 .8~:2E+u5 
1.5464 3. 01)8E-I" 07 1,746E+05 
7544 5.569E~07 3.425E+OS 
6582 2.22~E+07 1.685E+hS 
~308 9,974E+06 S.826E ... 04 
lu6~1 4.4~8E+07 2.S44E+u5 





j • U lJ 
,62 
1 . 79 
.73 
6 .. 
1 0 ..... . 




.2, I I 
6. 
10 .. 
1 I, • •... 
12. , • , , .. 
A'';ERAGE .. 
Sl Q .. "-. [lEV. 
,; •• j 
I 0, , . , . , , 
'1 .. 
1.2. , . . " . 
H'v'ERHI::,E, . 
~,TD, DEV. 
.2,. • .... 
6 ...... . 
1 o. , , .. , , 
1 1 " • , , •• 












cUTT I NC, F(IRC:ES I N 
HuRMAL NORMAL RES. 
H\'!I~ , PEM 8'v'G. 
RE S. 
PEAl( 
A I R81jRHE DU.S T 
T uTA L I ':; P ~ elF 1'_ > 














111 5::;? \07 121) 154 to.;s 9.1'31E+O~. 7.21)6Etl)') 
·.n 512 61 121) \12 61;4 ~.o:ir18E+lj7 +,t:47E+\)b 
125 S4] 107 357j 16.4 64S< 8. ·520E+ 06 r .1 '36E+ u6 
191 .%3 r 6-';' 4'58 255 '3;;- I , ·b~E+ I)" i .764£+ ,);' 
1 65 8 U 1 lib 4 ') 4 2 fJ 1 '92 0 1 . 496 E + (\ 7 :2 . 1 l~ 7 E + Ii,; 
267 1174 205 S25 336 1286 5.115E+07 5.56BE+06 
231 1041 289 787 370 1305 J.4~2E+~7 3.835E+06 
187 907 170 596 258 108~ 2.410E~~7 2.';41E+06 
222 1081 218 627 311 1250 3.694EiU8 1 .. -298E+87 
236 1 1 7 0 1 56 5 ,) 3 283 I 2 n 7 . 357 E + I) 6 ;' , ? 4 4 E + 05 
?.2 2 8 2 7 1 6 (I 5 07 274 97 (I 1 . 828 E + 0 (' J ' 1 0 1 E + 06 















9.5 245 1334 18? 529 308 1436 4.9ISE+06 5.174E+05 
5.3 138 44~ 129 518 18~ ,ot ].087E+06 5,8~5E~G5 
~5~.~6~-____ ~9~3 ____ ~5~O~7 ______ ~5~~~~ ______ ~2~8~Q~ ____ ~I~Ob~~ ____ ~5~7~9 ____ ~2~,3~3~OE~~~0~6 __ ~4~.~1~6~I~E~~~u~5~ ____ ~ __ _ 
2.5 183 846 155 486 241 99~ 4.914E+07 5.t35E+06 .2,13 
2,0 58 280 62 132 81 289 9.594E+07 8.835E+Q6 .53 
la.6 
14.6 




.~ (I 17 
16.9 
1 'OJ , 0 
t·j.9 
u . .:. "3 S - C 11 [, E P T H 
2';~ IIj05 191 391:0 1~5 108u 5.627E+86 3.0:25E+05 1.39 
.254 1988 142 356 291 2028 8.332E+06 5.707E+0.'5 1.71 
33 b' 1 1 I] 3 I I) 7 '39 1 3 5.5 1 I ? I) 1 . 5 Ie, 2 E + I) 6 1 • 1 3 S E + 05 1 . 06 
423 1446 329 912 536 1709 2.501E+07 1.725E+96 2.87 
463 1753 374 70] 595 lee8 1,;':)40E+07 1.373E+06 ],40 
538 1677 30.2 654 617 18GO 1.857E+07 9.524E+ti5 .2 72 
4~4 2~jS8 387 81]S 627 ~6'-;;1 j . 222E+llt: 5.90IE+06 2 . .'35 
374 1624 285 67~ 47u 1759 8,246E+07 4,879E+96 2.18 
449 1592 196 752 599 1761 9.2?6E+07 4.882E+06 2.33 
436 14.28 138 369 457 14('5 3,425E+07 1.721E+136 2.16 
21,4 449 16'32 .221 681 503 1769 1,368E+07 6.192E+Q'5 2.07 
25.4 645 JI80 3~S 689 722 3254 5.979E+G7 2.3S4E+06 2.50 
19.8 423 lJ97 209 707 471 1566 5.601E+06 2.S30E+05 2.10 
1:3.0 347 1179 2..22 747 412 1396 4.750£+06 2.639E+05 1.90 
__ ~1~6~.~4 _____ 4~7~6~ __ ~1=2=5~O ____ ~2~9~4~ ____ ~7~4=3 ____ ~5~5~9~ __ ~14~5~4~ __ ~8~.~9~2~7~E~+~O~6~· ___ 5~,~4~4=3=E_+~0~5~ __ ~2~.86. 
19,J 425 !~54 262 639 ~Q3 \78~ 3.359E+O? 1.767E+06 2,24 











































































































































I 1 8~ 774 
'939 10'38 























































































6. 175£+ 07 











5 ,6 1 ~E+ 1}13 
I . 662E+ 03 
3 . 87,5E~ 08 
7.367E+07 
3. 736,E+ 08 
8. U2E+ 07 
3.787E+07 















I . 0 IJ4E+ 06 
.3. 462E+ OS 
5 . .2.SIl£+t:l5 
2.72'E+Cl5 
1 . 298£+ 06 
1,855E+06 
~. 764E-+ E/5 
I .656£+ 05 
I.615E+OS 
4.84:;£+05 
.s. 077E+ 65 
4,&61E+05 
5,1 77E+ 136 
8,455E-+95 
;2. 069E+ 06 
5.941E+65 
2.509E+06 
5. 396E+ 1)5 








































'3, , .. , . , . 
1 (I, . , • , •• 
1 J .. , .... 
14. , " , .. 
A\,JE~ HI~E •• 
STD. DEy', 
7 .. . . , . , , 
10 ...... 
11, .. , . , 
14. , . , ... 
CUT 







































































CUTTING FORCES, N 
~aRMAL NORMAL RES, 
RVG. PEAl< A'JG, 
o . .3 1 8-Ct-l [\!;:P TH 
89 427 191 
49 507 \46 
111 4.27 245 
6.2 236 1 ~4 
67 227 157 
8u 654 159 
107 400 223 
1?3 614 252 
120 42J 193 
9] 409 149 













111j 46') ~1)1 






















cu blt'1 ClJ WHIG 
1 ,835E+ Ii? 
2.430E+07 




t .02.2£+ 1)3 






);J • 594E + I)? 
3.109E+O? 




2 . .]14E+06 
6.8-;'5E+06 
1 . 1 46E+ 06 
4.?08E+(l6 
9, ?30E+ Ij6 
6.237E+06 





























1),635-Cr'l ['EPT'--'-H-'------_____ ---,,-___ .,..--_--,---,-________ _ 
378 1841 14? 574 406 192.9 2.631E+07 1,296E+06 1.83 
507 1668 249 74? 565 1828 2,97.5E+07 1.?50E+06 2.94 
614 2273 316 1072 690 2513 3.735E+07 1.603E+06 2,59 
658 .:::Z67 321J 1156 732 3561J 5.369E+07 2.ut:1E+06 2.51 
480 1984 267 94.'3 550 2197 ],439E+1)7 1.549E+06 2.13 
342 1446 227 854 411 16?9 .2.573E+07 1,618E+06 2.12 
396 20'37 254 672 470 ~145 2.681E+07 I.OBIE+06 1.57 
534 2015 ]87 1005 659 1252 7.360E+07 2,478E+06 j .77 
54.'3 22'3 1 35 1 84 1 6 4 f, .2 4 4 1) 3 . 054 E + I] 7 1 . 4.3 4 E + 06 2 . 5 1 
191 1.321 89 685 211 1488 j,374E+07 7.719E+05 1.06 
418 1766 271 1299 498 2192 6,4~9E+06 2.715E+05 1.72 
485 1557 316 1410 579 ":::100 1,367E+07 3,734E+05 1.30 
689 2046 507 1361 356 2457 4.038E+07 2.591E+06 3 79 
512 1641'; ]11 894 593 ts7~ 3.55.5E+07 1,677E+1)6 2,3.? 
58? 2295 449 1219 739 2599 5.-I92E+07 2.337E+06 2.46 
A\'" E R I-< G E . . ~ 2. • 7 489 I 97 0 297 982 -S 7 4 ~:2 1 "7 :] , :£"93 E + i) 7 1 . 527 E + I) 6 .::: . 1 B 
~S~T~D~.~v~E~V~. ____ ~5~,~3~ __ ~1~3~O~ ___ 4~9~2~ ____ ~I~Ob~~ ______ ~2~6~4 ____ ~1~6~1 ____ ~4~8~8 ____ ~I~,~7~6~3~E~+~(~'7 ___ 6_._9_2_,2_E_+_O_5 ________ .6_ .. 9 __ 
J I I. I I , I I 
7, , .... , . 
I u, , ... , , 
j 3. .,',. 
14, . , , • , . 
A'.,IERACE. , 
STD, DE\,;. 
3 I ~ I I , I • I 
?, , , .. , .. 
11) •• "., , 
1.3 , . , .. . , 
14. , , .... 










756 1567 142 885 769 ]675 5.063E+07 6.475E+05 .95 
1148 5867 321) 1096 liS/I 5967 1.633E+07 .2.575E+85 1.78 
1326 68,]7 512 1583 14,21 70f8 1.992E+07 4.099E+05 2.68 
1414 101~1 538 2291 1513 10.'397 ! .9.36E+07 4.371E+05 .].14 
1259 4531 516 1321 1160 4721 2.602E+07 5.053E+05 2.41 
1 1 74 4 i :; i 3 07 1 3 1 7 j 2 1 4 4.3 8 -I 3 , ~ 3 9 E + 07 .6 . 37.3 E + 05 1 . 8 7 
'34 7 3 1 £ 3 4 4';1 1 :3 6 b 1 I) 4 9 3445 5 . 378 E + IJ 7 .6 , 91 0 E + 05 I . 2 0 
1 1 I] 8 357;; 4 7 1 l :3] 4 1 "2 (14 38 j 7 1 . 6 ? 5 E + 08 2. . 6 75 E + 0.6 1 . 74 
1277 47.28 ]60 1076 1326 -1849 ~.183E+07 1,456E+06 ,2,24 
j 03.:2. 6.2 11'1 36 I) 1 583 I () -;. 3 6 4 I):; ,; . 8 I) 7 E + i) 7 8 . 7 1 .6 E + 0'5 I , '3 0 
51,6 1125 412.3 445 1677 1:211j 445\ 3.096E+07 6.000E+05 2,\.5 
62,8 1112 5560 609 1890 1447 5273 3.024E+1)7 4,816E+95 2.06 
74 , 6 t 0 1 ., 28 07 454 1 37-1 I 1 1 5 3 1 .2 5 6 . 547 E + I) ? 8 . 7? 6 E + I) 5 1 .:] 4 
70.t: 1161 .3848 2;'6 11]9 1193 4012 3.875E+07 5.4?3E+05 1.61 
85. 0 ____ =5=5=2 __ ~1~1~-I~0 ____ ~1~5~b ______ ~6=2~7 ____ ~5~?~3~~3~2~O:~·' ____ 3~.r~~5~b~~=E_+~0~7 __ ~4~.=6~5~4~E_+~G~5 ______ ~.~6~4 __ __ 
64 . '5 1 1 0 7 48 1 '3 .] 9 4 1 1 7 0 1 1 7'3 5' \j.2 '3 4 . ':I 85 E + (t 7 ? . 7 0 & E + 1,5 1 . 8 1 
12.5 226 1902 136 407 24B 19Q5 3.785E+07 5,969E+05 .67 
188,2 3234 8505 
156.0 2758 10862 
202,2 2331 11365 
224 , ;-' 4475 11Ml£, 
247.1 3714 12165 
165.4 3696 13344 
1'32.5 1886 551! 
169,? 2780 10359 
128,6 2317 7344 
159,5 1201 7006 
]2S,~ 1864 6458 
183.6 2019 8585 
163 0 3332 9150 
192,9 1269 8651 































































1 .824£+ 05 
1.330E+06 
9. t 1 9E+ a5 
4,1 18E+ 1)5 
j ,884E+ 06 
2.. u65E+ 136 
2.718E+06 
3.4S:]E+05 
5. 541JE+ OS 
8. 8f:4E+ 1)4 
5.380E+l)5 
3.744E+05 





























11 .... ". 
1.3 ..... " 






13 .. ",,, 






i 3, ,..." , , , , 




8 ... ",,, 
11 .. , . " . 
I:>' . , 
15.""" 
A"'ERAG£ , . 





















































































































































































































CUTTIN~ FORCES, N 
NORMAL NORMAL RES, RE=::;, 






















































































294 j 85 
391 157 
289 199 















































































































































AIRBORNE DUST ~PECIFIC 
TOTAL, SPECIFIC, ENERGY, 

























2, 0.54E+ 07 






1 . 495E+ 08 
1,339E+0)8 
9, 097E+ 07 






1 ,498E+ 08 













1. 197E+ 08 
i ,658E+ 08 
6,335E+07 
9.680E+07 
1 ,435E+ 08 
1 . 865E+ 08 
1,241£+07 
1 , 054E+ 08 






















6.40 OE+ Q6 
1.023E+07 
1 . 272E+ 06 
1.002E+1)7 



































7. 432E+ 05 
2.94IE+05 
7,435E+05 













2 ~ 19 


































































5. , ..... . 
'j. , , ••• , , 
12, , ..... 
14, ..... . 
15" , .. , , 
AVERAGE, . 
STD. GEV. 
5, •. , . , •• 
oj, , .•.• , • 
12, .. , . , , 
1-4-., .' ' .• 
15. . '" 
A'v'ERAGE .. 
·3T0. ()Ee\}. 
5 .. , , .... 
9. , 
14 .... , , . 
15. , . , , .. 
AVERAGE .. 
STC>. OEV. 
5 .... , .. 
9. , , , .... 
12 ..... . . 
j 4, . , , ... 



































































































































































CUTTINC FORCES, H 
NORMAL NORMAL RES, 
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CU UM ~J UM/G 
7.769E+06 





















4. 723E+ 07 
7.102E+06 
2.454E+07 
1 , 77.2E-+ 07 
4,\86E+07 

























1. 194E+ 06 
2.029E+G6 
6.65SE+06 
1 . 232E .. 06 
1 . 37eE+ 1]7 
5.SS2E+ll5 
2.673E+05 
9. -J68E+ 04 
2.B83E+G6 
2,175E-+lj6 










1 . 452E .. Ij6 




1 . B44E+ 06 
1 • 365E+ 4)6 
1 . 797E+ 06 
1 .022£-+ 136 
2..294£ .. 06 
1 . ]44£+ 05 











j • 818E+ Ij6 
.2,760E-+05 
1 .1 18E-+ 06 
3.723E+05 
1 . G82E+ 06 
2.977E+05 
1 . 454E+ 1)6 
1 .. 39.2E+ I)"; 
1566 4234 645 1486 1693 4488 7.310E+07 4.490E~Q5 
172,2 2206 6694 623 1321 2292 6923 7.\26E+07 4.138£+05 
170.7 4283 8940 1677 30"2'5 4600 9438 1.808E+OB 1.059£+06 
111.3 1472 5698 427 10·54 1533 5795 1.648E+08 1.481E+06 
159.3 1810 6405 467 1063 1870 ~493 .1.540E+07 2.222E+Q5 
208.6 1606 5253 516 1063 1687 5360 6.081£+07 2.915E+05 
86,5 274013188 1090 2455 294913415 9.826E+06 1.136E+1)5 
161.8 1874 t271j8 1374 2958 4111 13048 4.066E+07 2.513E+G5 
173,Q 2802 10106 939 2068 2955 10315 4.500E+07 2.595£+05 
16J.2 1406 4234 641 1712 1545 4568 3.964E+07 2.357E+05 
231.8 2482 76~2 654 1312 2567 7791 9.249E+07 3,956E+OS 
196.4 2157 6436 614 1855 2243 6698 3,43IE+07 1.747E+05 
212.1 1170 7406 285 1566 1204 7570 1.059E+08 4,993E+05 
\30.8 2335 8763 1152 2:.268 2604 91)51 8.332E+07 6.370E+05 
~1~9~4~.~2~~2~2~6~0~~8~1~1~8~ __ ~6~?~6~ __ ~2=3=2=2~ __ ~2=3=5~9~~~~'4~4-~3 ____ ~I~.~4~7~3~E~+~O~8 __ ~7~.=584E+05 
169.5 2278 7724 785 1835 2414 7953 7.897E+07 4.828E~05 








































































APPENDIX I:,.--SUM}W<.Y OF AIRHORNE RESPIR.A.BLE DUST BY CLASS INTERVAL~ 




P~-60 . ••••••••••••• 



























29, 727 1 29,727 1.29281::+04 
15,110 44,837 4.8487E+04 
9,713 54,549 9.1461E+04 
11,825 66,374 2.9616E+05 
9,311 75,685 6.3161E+05 
11,318 87~003 1. 9131E+06 
5,362 92.365 1.7304E+06 
0.635-cm 0/4-in) DEPTH 
12,370 12,370 5.3795E+03 
6,621 18,991 2. 1246E+04 
4,289 23,280 4.0387E+04 
5,353 28,633 1. 3408E+05 
4,793 33,426 3.2510E+05 
5,690 39,115 9.6172E+0S' 
2,970 42,085 9.5845E+05 
1.270-em (1/2-1n) DEPTH 
4,322 4,322 1.8797E+03 
2,208 6,530 7.0843E+03 
1,580 8,110 1.4878E+04 
1,975 10,085 4.9454E+04 











































































13,571 J 3.0960E+05 
14,635 3.4331E+05 I 
~------~------2.540-em (1.0-1n) DEPTH 
PtI-60 ..••....•••••• 162.19 0.94 1,703 1,703 7.4073E+02 7.4073E+02 0.9 0.9 
1. 83 891 2,594 2.8587E+03 3.5994E+03 3.3 4.2 
2.62 602 3,196 5.6695E+03 9.2689E+03 6.6 10.8 
3.63 757 3,953 1.8966E+04 2.8235E+04 22.1 32.9 
5.06 651 4,605 4.4166E+04 7.2401E+04 51.4 84.3 
6.86 742 5,347 1. 2549E+05 1.9789E+05 1 146.1 230.4 
8.51 395 5,741 1.2731E+05 3.2520E+05 148.2 378.6 
0.318-em (1/8-1n) DEPTH 




29,921 29,921 1. 3012E+04 1. 30 12E+04 15.1 15.1 
1. 83 17,261 47,181 5.5387£+04 6.8399E+04 64.5 79.6 
2.62 I 11,569 58,751 1.0895E+05 1.7735£+05 126.8 206.4 
3.63 17,014 75,765 4.2611£+05 6.0346£+05 496.0 702.5 
5.06 15,370 91,13411. 0426E+06 1.6460E+06 1,213.7 1,916.2 
6.86 19,453 110,587 3.2882E+06 4.9343£+06 3,827.8 5,744.0 
8.51 13,244 123,832 4.2738E+06 9.2081E+06 4,975.2 10,719.2 
0.635-em (1/4-1n) DEPTH 
PB-90 ••••••••••••.. 25.55 0.94 10,407 10,407 ! 4.525 7E+03 4.5257E+03 5.3 5.3 
1.83 6,854 17,261 I 2.1995£+04 2.6521E+04 25.6 30.9 
2.E2 5,109 22,370 4.8110E+04 7.4630E+04 56.0 86.9 
3.63 7,313 29,683 1.8316£+05 2.5779E+05 213.2 300.1 
5.06 6,965 36,648 4.7248E+05 7.3027E+05 550.0 850.1 
6.86 8,619 45,267 1.4569E+06 2.1871E+06 1,695.9 2,546.0 
8.51 11.699 56,966 3.7752£+06 5.9624£+06 4,394.8 6,940.8 
1.270-em (1/2-in) DEPTH 
PB-90 •.••••••.••..• I 64.43 0.94 6,829 I 6,829 2.9701£+03 2.9701E+03 3.5 3.5 
1.83 3,719 I 10,549 1. 1935E+04 1. 4905E+04 13.9 17.4 
2.62 2,686 13,234 2.5289£+04 4.0194E+04 29.4 46.8 
3.63 3,529 16,763 8.8381E+04 1. 2857E+05 102.9 149.7 
5.06 3,044 19,807 2.0649E+05 3.3507E+05 240.4 390.1 
6.86 3,810 23,617 6.4395E+05 9.7902E+05 749.6 1,139.7 
8.51 2,339 25,956 7.5485E+05 1.7339E+06 878.7 2,018.4 
See explanatory notes at end of table. 
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TABL£ B-1. - Airborne respirable dust by class interval--Continued 
Bit type OP, I 
~m 
Numbe r cu \.lID mg/ton 
CUID. vol. Cum. wt. 
2.540-cm 
PB-90 •.••..•••.•••. 156.46 0.94 1,618 1,618 7.0381E+02 7.0381£+02 0.8 0.8 
1.B3 942 2,560 3.0225E+03 3. 7263E+03 3.5 4.3 
2.62 646 3,207 6.0856E+03 9.8119E+03 7.1 11.4 
3.63 870 4,077 2.1794E+04 3. 1606E+04 25.4 36.8 
5.06 7B2 4,858 5.3022E+04 8.4628E+04 61.7 98.5 
6.8b 1,004 5,863 1. 6978E+05 2.5441E+05 197.6 296.2 
8.51 645 6,508 2.0808E+05 4.6249E+05 242.2 538.4 
0.318-cm (l!8-in) DEPTH 
RAD-1 (CF radial) •• 8.51 0.94 26,922 26,922 1. 1708E+04 1. 1708E+04 13.6 13.6 
1.83 15,808 42,730 5.0727£+04 6.2435E+04 59.1 72.7 
2.62 11,868 54,598 1.11761:::+05 1. 7419E+05 130.1 202.8 
3.63 16,703 71,301 4.1832E+05 5.9251£+05 487.0 689.7 
5.06 15,862 87,163 1.0760E+06 1. 6685£+06 1,252.6 1,942.3 
6.86 20,395 107,558 3.4774E+06 5.1159E+06 4,013.1 5,955.4 
8.51 13,037 120,595 4.2070E+06 9.3229E+06 4,897.4 10,852.8 
0.635-cm (1/8-ln) DEPTH 
RAD-l (CF radial) •• 19.29 0.94 7,665 7,665 3.3336E+03 3.3336E+03 3.9 3.9 
1.83 4,604 12,269 1. 4772E+04 1. 8106E+04 17.2 21.1 
2.62 3,635 15,904 3.4230E+04 5.2336E+04 39.8 60.9 
3.63 5,298 21,202 1. 3269E+05 1.8502E+05 154.5 215.4 
5.06 5,268 26,469 3.5732E+05 5.4234E+05 416.0 631. 3 
6.86 7,246 33,716 1. 2249E+06 1. 7672£+06 1,425.9 2,057.2 
8.51 5,558 39,274 1. 7934E+06 3.5607E+06 2,087.7 4,145.0 
1.270-cm (1/2-ln) DEPTH 
RAD--l (CF radial) •• 66.21 0.94 4,347 4,347 1.8904E+03 1. 8904E+03 2.2 2.2 
1.83 2,863 7,210 9. 1881E+03 1.1079E+04 10.7 12.9 
2.62 2,184 9 ,J9-4- ~t. O-S-6oE~Ot.- 3. t644E+04 23.9 36.8 
3.63 3,333 12,727 8.3464E+04 1. 1511£+05 97.2 134.0 
5.06 3,437 16,164 2.3316E+05 3.4827£+05 271. 4 405.4 
6.86 4,573 20,737 7.7298E+05 1. 1213E+06 899.8 1,305.3 
8.51 3,480 24,217 1. 1229E+06 2.2442E+06 1,307.2 2,612.4 
2.540-cm (1.0-ln) DEPTH 
~AD-l (CF radial) •• 146.14 0.94 2,992 2,992 1.3013E+03 1. 3013E+03 1.5 1.5 
I 
1.83 2,102 5,094 6.7444£+03 8.0456E+03 7.9 9.4 
2.62 1,687 6,781 1. 5886E+04 2.3931E+04 18.5 27.9 
3.63 2,697 9,478 6.7541E+04 9.1473E+04 78.6 106.5 
5.06 2,856 12,334 1. 937 3E+05 2.8520£+05 225.5 332.0 
6.86 3,936 16,270 6.6533E+05 9.5053E+05 774.5 1,106.5 
8.51 3,227 19,497 1. 0414E+06 1. 9919E+06 1,212.3 2,318.8 
0.318-em (1/8-in) D£PTH 
RAD-2 (CP radial) •• 7.61 0.94 23,468 23,468 1.0206E+04 1.0206E+04 11.9 11.9 
1.83 14,937 38,405 4.4930E+04 5.8137E+04 55.8 67.7 
2.62 10,583 48,988 9.9657E+04 1. 5779£+05 116.0 183.7 
3.63 15,2,06 64,194 3.8084E+05 5.3863E+05 443.3 627.0 
5.06 14,520 78,715 9.8498E+05 1.5236£+06 1,146.6 1,773.6 
6.86 18,251 96,966 3.0850£+06 4.6086E+06 3,591.3 5,364.9 
8.51 12,187 109,153 3.9327£+06 8.5413E+06 4,578.1 9,943.0 
0.635-cm (1/2-ln) DEPTH 
RAD-2 (CP radial) .• 22.75 0.94 7,942 7,942 3.4539E+03 3.4539E+03 4.0 4.0 
1. 83 5,079 13,001 1. 6233E+04 1. 9687£+04 18.9 22.9 
2.62 3,777 16,778 3.5564E+04 5.5251E+04 41.4 64.3 
3.63 5,052 21,830 1.2653E+05 1. 8178E+05 147.3 211.6 
5.06 4,517 26,347 3.0641£+05 4.8819E+05 356.7 568.3 
6.86 6,150 32,497 1. 0396E+06 1.5278E+06 1,210.2 1,778.5 
8.51 4,218 36,715 1. 3611E+06 2.8888E+06 1,584.4 3,362.9 
See explanatory notes at end of table. 
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TABL~ B-1. - Airborne respirable dust by elass interval--Continued 
Bi t type Cut avg. OP, Number Cum. Volume, eu pm Weight, mg/ton 
wt. , g )Jill number Int. vol. Cum. vol. Int. wt. Cum. wt. 
1.270-em (l/2-in) DEPTH 
KAD-2 (CP radial) •• I 64.47 0.94 2,816 2,816 1. 2246E+03 1. 2246E+03 1.4 1.4 
1.83 1,936 4,752 6.2135E+03 7.4381E+03 7.2 8.7 
2.62 1,405 6,157 1. 3233E+04 2.0671E+04 15.4 24.1 
3.63 2,124 8,281 5.31941:::+04 7.3865E+04 61.9 86.0 
5.06 2,222 10,504 1.50761::+05 2.2463E+05 175.5 261. 5 
6.86 3,232 13,736 5.4633E+05 7.7095E+05 636.0 897.5 
8.51 2,494 16,230 8.0489E+05 1.5758E+06 937.0 1,834.4 
~ 2.540-em (1.0-1n) DEPTH 
RAD-2 (CP radial) .• 189.99 0.94 3,468 3,468 1. 5082E+03 1. 5082E+03 1.8 1.8 
1. 83 2,446 5,914 7.8477E+03 9.3559E+03 9.1 10.9 
2.62 1,954 7,868 1.8400E+04 2. 77 56E+04 21.4 32.3 
3.63 2,955 10,823 7.4010E+04 1.0177E+05 86.2 118.5 
5.06 2,962 13,785 2.0094E+05 3.0270E+05 233.9 352.4 
6.86 3,991 17,776 6.7461E+05 9.7732E+05 785.3 1,137.7 
8.51 3,047 20,823 9.8340E+05 1. 9607E+06 1,144.8 2,282.5 
0.318-em (lI8-in) DEPTH 
RAD-3 (CG radial) •• 9.71 0.94 37,203 37,203 1. 6179E+04 1. 6179E+04 18.8 18.8 
1. 83 24,882 62,085 7.9844E+04 9.6023E+04 92.9 111.8 
2.62 19,004 81,089 1. 7896E+05 2.7498E+05 208.3 320.1 
3.63 28,440 109,529 7.1228E+05 9.8726E+05 829.2 1,149.3 
5.06 29,060 138,590 1. 9713E+06 2.9586E+06 2,294.8 3,444.1 
6.86 38,348 176,937 6.48201::+06 9.4406E+06 7,545.7 10,989.8 
8.51 29,503 206,440 9.5203E+06 1. 8961E+07 11,082.6 22,072.4 
0.635-em (1/4-in) DEPTH 
RAD-3 (CG radial) •• 21. 83 0.94 25,862 25,862 1. 124 7E+04 . 1.124 7E+04 13. 1 13.1 
1. 83 17,228 43,089 5,5281E+04 6.6528E+04 64.4 77.4 
2.62 13,362 56,451 1.2583E+05 1. 9235E+05 146.5 223.9 
3.63 20,089 76,540 5.0313E+05 6.9548£+05 585.7 809.6 
5.06 20,291 96,831 1. 3764E+06 2.0719E+06 1,602.3 2,411.9 
6.86 26,716 123,547 4.5159E+06 6.5878E+06 5,257.0 7,668.9 
8.51 20,889 144,436 6. 7408E+06 1. 3329E+07 7,847.0 15,515.8 
1.270-em (1/2-1n) DEPTH 
luur3 eCG radial) •• 66.04 0.94 8,479 8,479 3.6875E+03 3.6875E+03 4.3 4.3 
1.83 5,914 14,393 1.8976E+04 2. 2663E+04 22.1 26.4 
2.62 4,923 19,316 4.6361E+04 6.9024E+04 54.0 80.4 
3.63 7,495 26,811 1. 87 71E+05 2.5673E+05 218.5 298.9 
5.06 8,128 34,938 5.5134E+05 8.0807E+05 641. 8 940.7 
6.86 11 ,149 46,087 1.8845E+06 2.6926E+06 2,193.8 3,134.5 
8.51 8,811 54,898 2.8433E+06 5.5359E+06 3,309.8 6,444.3 
2.540-em (1.0-1n) DEPTH 
RAD-3 eGC radial) •• 182.29 0.94 2,858 2,858 1. 2427E+03 1.2427E+03 1.4 1.4 
1. 83 1,906 4,763 b.1154E+03 7.3581E+03 7.1 8.6 
2.62 1,434 6,197 1. 3500E+04 2.0858E+04 15.7 24.3 
3.63 2,070 I 8,267 5.1841E+04 7.2699E+04 60.3 84.6 
5.06 1,959 10,226 1.3289E+05 2.0559E+05 154.7 239.3 
6.86 2,763 12,989 4.6701E+05 6.7260E+05 543.7 783.0 
8.51 1,857 14,846 5.9921E+05 1. 2718E+06 697.5 1,480.5 
0.31B-em (1/ 8-in) DEPTH 
RAD-4 (CR radial) •• 9.29 0.94 19,166 19,166 8.3352E+03 8.3352E+03 9.7 9.7 
1.83 12,373 31,539 3.9703E+04 4.8038E+04 46.2 55.9 
2.62 8,944 40,483 8.4225E+04 1. 3226£+05 98.0 154.0 
3.63 12,892 53,375 3.2288E+05 4.5515E+05 375.9 529.8 
5.06 11,943 65,319 8.1017E+05 1. 2653E+06 943.1 1,473.0 
6.86 16,446 81,764 2.7799£+06 4.0452E+06 3,236.1 4,709.0 
8.51 9,686 91,451 3.1257E+06 7.1709E+06 3,638.7 8,347.7 
See explanatory notes at end of table. 
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TABLE B-1. - Airborne respirable dust by class interval--Continued 
13i t type Volume, cu !Jm 
In t. vol. Cum. vol. 
DEPTH 
1:U\J)-4 (CR radial) .• 18.81 0.94 12,701 12,701 5.5234E+03 
1.83 8,069 20,770 2.5892E+04 
2.62 5,539 26,309 5.2161E+04 
3.63 7,5]0 33,838 1. 8B5~E+05 
5.06 6,649 40,487 4.5100E+05 
6.86 8,304 48,791 1.4037E+06 
8.51 5,007 53,798 1. 6156E+06 
1.270-cm 0/2-in) DEPTH 
KAl)-4 (CR radial) .. 55.87 0.94 6,9U8 6,90B 3.0044£+03 
1.83 4,354 11,263 1.3973E+04 
2.62 3,240 14,503 3.0512E+04 
3.63 4,592 19,095 1.1501E+05 
5.06 4,474 23,569 3.0346£+05 
6.86 5,845 29,414 9.8801E+05 
8.51 4,479 33,892 1.4452E+06 
2.540-cm (1.0-1n) DEPTH 
RAD-4 (Ck radial) •. 169.47 0.94 2,2"33 
.. 
2,233 9.7097E+02 
1. 83 1,382 3,615 4.4341E+03 
2.62 1,055 4,669 9.9341£+03 
3.63 1,438 6,107 3.6012E+04 
5.06 1,442 7,550 9.7836E+04 
6.86 1,974 9,524 3.3369E+05 
8.51 1,448 10,972 4.6728E+05 
Column descrlptlons: 
OP Mean size value for each class interval. 
Number 
Cum. number 
Number of particle counts in class interval. 
























Volume of airborne respirable dust per class interval. 






















Weight Calculated weight of dust per short ton coal, using 80-lb/cu ft density. 
Int. wt. 
Cwn. wt. 
Weight of dust per class interval. 























1 ,106. 1 
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APPENDIX C. --STUDENT'S T-VALUES OF PAIRED DATA 1 
where T calculated red Student's t-value stat 
differences between two arithmetic rage 
sons if this calculated t-value is not than the 
handbook t-value for the same paired of freedom at 
percent confidence level; 
null set to zero for Student's t-value under 
the conditions described above; 
y arithmet average of column of data; subs 1 and 2 
indicate the first and second data columns compared; 
n number of ts in a data column; 
(n 2 + n 1 2) of freedom of a of data columns; 
and s standard deviation for a data column: 
s 
where I result of each up values; 
and )2 result of tot up all ts, then the sum .. 
From Mendenhall 2, pp. 26-27) and Weast 7, p. A-161) .. The list of references 
A. 
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TABLE C-l. - Student's t-values of significance of paired specific energy averages 
. . 
Depth of cut ••.• 0.318 cm (1/8 in) 0.635 cm (1/4 in) 1. 270 cm (1/2 in) 2.540 cm (1 in) 
PB-90, PB-60 ••.• 6.154 a 2.756 a 2.498 a 1. 858 a 
RAD--2, RAD--l ••.. .301 -.254 .913 .419 
RAD--4, RAD--3 •.•• 3.378 a 2.592a 1. 077c -.267 
l<..AD- 2, RAD-3 •••• 1. 918 a .720 .040 0000 
RAD-4, RAn-I •••• 2.521B 2.00a 1. 861P .117 
RAD-4, RAD-2 •••• 2.3448 2.104 a 1.066 c -.269 
RAD--l, RAD-3 ••.• 1.677 b 1.025 -.845 -.416 
PH-90, RAD-l •••• 7.966a 3.836 a 3.618 a 1. 500 b 
PB-90, RAD-2 •••• 7.889 a 3.881<3 3.137 8 L345 b 
Ptl-90, RAD-3 •••• 8.322a 4.063 8 3.132 8 1.336 b 
PE-90, ~4 •••• 6.516 a 2.980a 2.399° 1.347b 
PB-60, RAD-l •••• 4.703 a 2.257 0 1.536 b -.260 
PH-60, AAD-2 •..• 4.458 B 2.350° .777 -.784 
PB-60, RAD-3 •••• 5.660a 2.789 a .794 -.777 
PB-60, RAl>--4 •••• 1. 119 C .379 -.214 -.376 
a -~90 pct confldence level. b -)80 pct eonfldenee level. c -~70 pct eonfldence level. 
TABLE C-2. - Student's t-values of significance of paired specific dust averages 
Depth of cut •..• 0.318 em (1/8 in) 0.635 cm (1/4 in) 1. 270 cm (1/2 in) 2.540 cm (1 in) 
PB-90, PB-60 •••• L426 b 0.683 1. 328 b 0.671 
RAD-2, RAl>-1 • ••• -.220 -.457 -1.048 .056 
RAD--4, RAD-3 •..• -2.373° -2.816 a -1. 990 B -1.311 c 
RAD--2, RAD-3 •••• -2.674° -3.339° -3.621° 1. 288 c 
RAD-4, RAIr-1 •••• -.395 .513 .261 -1.279 c 
RAD-4. RAD-2 •••. -.327 1.135 C 1.747 a -2.148 0 
RAD-1, RAJ.)- 3 •••• -1.528 b -3.044 a -1.997 a .753 
PB-90, RAl>-1 •••• -.079 .397 -.547 -1.807 0 
PB-90, RAD-2 •••• .233 .693 .567 -3.101 a 
PB-90, RA.D-3 •••• -2.216a -2.484° -2.8228 -3.153 0 
PB-90, ~4 •••• .453 .058 -.970 -1. 880° 
PH-60, RAD-l •••• -.901 -.432 -1.602 b -2.033 a 
PB-60, H.A1}-2 ••.• -L636 b -.079 -1.290c -3.548 a 
PB-60, RAD-3 •.•• -3.617° -3.272a -4.155 8 -4.038° 
PB-60, RAD--4 •••• -.619 -.993 -2.467 0 -2.674a 
a -~90 pct confldence level. b -~80 pct confldence level. c -~70 pct eonfldenee level. 
TABLE C-3. - Student's t-values of significance of paired tangential force averages 
Depth of cu t •••. 0.318 em (1/8 in) 0.635 cm (1/4 in) 1.270 em (1/2 in) 2.540 em ( 1 in) 
PB-90, PB-60 •••• 7.471° 5.101 8 2.778 0 2.220a 
RAD-2, kAl>-1 •••• -.673 1. 506 b 1. 146 c 2.927a 
RAD-4, ~3 •••. 3.593a L582b -.160 -1.306c 
RAD--2, RAD-3 •••• -.236 1. 053 -.420 .091 
RAD-4, AAD-1 •••• 3.289 a 1.938° 1.251 c 1. 285 c 
RAD--4, ~2 •••• 3.868 .790 .291 -1. 501 
RAJ)--l, RAl>-3 ••.• .418 -.188 -1.241 c -2.594 0 
PB-90, RAD-l .•.• 8.406° 6.603° 4.336 a 2.937° 
PB-90, }{AD-2 •••• ~3.6418 6.117° 3.932 0 .614 
PB-90, }{AD-3 •.•• 8.530a 6.414a 3.436 a .655 
PB-90, RAI>--4 •••• 6.868 a 5.603a 3.675° 1.811a 
PB-60, kAl>-1 • ••• 2.646 a 3.499 a 2.663a .876 
PH-60, AAD-2 •••• 3.338 0 2.205 a 1.914 a -2.039 
PB-60, RAD-3 •••• 3.008 a 2.935 8 1. 160 c -1.779 a 
PB-60, RAD-4 •••• -1.047 -1.153 c L477 b -~453 
a -~90 pet confldence level. b -~80 pet eonfldence level. c -~70 pet confidence level. 
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